
Waikiki  
In the Wake of  Dreams 
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	        Article in Czechoslovakia largest newspaper featuring DP,  Jorge Dvorsky 
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	               Waikiki film screened in outdoor venue, New York City. Sponsored by HVCB 
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  Waikiki film established the first “Sunset on the Beach” venue at Kuhio Beach.  3000 visitors    
and residents attended the premiere which inspired other events in Waikiki targeted at local families. 
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gettingedgy

You may hear people talking about 
“Old Hawaii,” but what was it, really? “It 
was when people were relaxed and felt safe 
and secure,” says filmmaker Edgy Lee, who’s 
on a mission to show how the aloha spirit is 
real here in Waikiki; it’s alive, and 
it works its way through the hearts 
and souls of all people who are open 
to receive it. “!is is what sets this 
place apart from all of the other 
beautiful locales on the planet. No 
one can match this culture,” she 
says. “We want to introduce the 
visitor and kama‘aina to this new 
Waikiki that’s really based on the 
old. It’s old and new, night and day; it’s 
the people that make Waikiki, and it’s the 
young people rediscovering its nightlife. 

Much to the delight of those who know 
and love her work, Lee’s latest television 
series, “Aloha Waikiki” is now airing. !e 
theme is “Waikiki 24-7,” she explains. “It’s 
old and new, it’s day and night, it’s the 

people who make Waikiki and who have 
made Waikiki.” It includes “talk story” with 
world-famous beach boys, visits behind the 
scenes with Waikiki’s current trendsetters, 
and “only in Hawaii” moments. !ere’s a 

history here in Waikiki, says Lee. “!is was 
the breadbasket where people could live o" 
the ocean and it’s where they fell in love. 
!is was what Hollywood took to create the 
world’s image of Paradise.” 

In the old beautiful days of Waikiki, 
the world’s most powerful and wealthy 
people were entertained and hosted by 

beach boys like Uncle Boyce Rodrigues. Lee 
attributes much of the inspiration behind 
the creation of Aloha Waikiki to Uncle 
Boyce. “He said: ‘You have to remember 
that these are our islands and you should 

reclaim your heritage here. Whether 
you’re native or not, it doesn’t matter. 
this is your Waikiki. You make it.’”

For the shows’ premiere party 
at !e Edge at the Sheraton Waikiki, 
icons in the music and dance world 
gathered for the first time in years. 
“It’s a fabulous venue,” says Lee. “It’s 
a wonderful open space, something 
very fresh and new for Waikiki.” In 

true kani kapila fashion, local folks and 
newcomers mingled and openheartedly 
enjoyed the music, food and togetherness. 
“Some said they hadn’t been in Waikiki for 
20 years,” recalls Lee, “and that was what 
thrilled me most. !ere are the people who 
created the feeling of Aloha in Waikiki. It 
was an honor to honor them.”

Partygoers were especially appreciative 
of the Sheraton’s decision to make the 
entire evening free of charge. “You 
can’t say ‘aloha’ any louder than free 
entertainment!”

TITUS NAKAGAWA (RIGHT), THE WINNING MIXOLOGIST IN 
THE COMPETITION TO CREATE THE WAIKIKI DREAM, THE FIRST 
ORIGINAL HAWAIIAN COCKTAIL IN 50 YEARS.

HULA BY THE INIMITABLE AUNTY KEALOHA KALAMA. SHERATON WAIKIKI GM KELLY 
SANDERS (RIGHT) WITH TWO COUTURE MODELS.

FILMMAKER EDGY LEE’S NEW TV SHOW, “ALOHA WAIKIKI,” 
PREMIERES WITH A BANG AT THE EDGE OF WAIKIKI.

When you’re a guest of Starwood Hotels and Resorts Hawaii, you are invited to Stay At One, Dine At All Starwood restaurants, 
bars and lounges on your island. Simply sign the bill to your room.

PHOTOS BY DR. DAVID MATTO, COURTESY PACIFIC NETWORK. SEE ALOHA WAIKIKI AND MORE STREAMING ONLINE AT PACIFICNETWORK.TV



            A Japanese language version of  the film was created for NHK broadcast in Japan
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